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LIGO-Virgo: O1 and O2 events 2015-2017
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LIGO-Virgo: O3a events 04/2019-09/2019
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GWTC-2: Compact Binary Coalescences 
Observed by LIGO and Virgo during the 
First Half of the Third Observing Run 
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GWTC-2.1: Deep Extended Catalog of Compact 
Binary Coalescences Observed by LIGO and Virgo 
During the First Half of the Third Observing Run
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Black hole spin
Total angular momentum of the binary:

,
where L is orbital angular momentum and 
S1,2 is individual BHs spin.  
Spin can be written:

,
, 

where , is dimensionless spin magnitude.
Dimensionless spin magnitude was limited by values
0, 1 or -1 independently for two BHs in three
directions x, y, z. Total number of spin combinations is 49.
Post-Newtonian terms were taken up to 3.5PN + spin-orbit terms + spin-spin terms:

Gravitational wave strain:

h+

h×

polarization



Black hole spin in LIGO-Virgo-KAGRA
Effective inspiral spin parameter (Damour 2001PhRvD.64l4013D) measures the mass-
averaged spin along the orbital angular momentum axis, that LIGO can infer from the
gravitational waveform:

.

The effective precessing spin (Schmidt et al.
2015PhRvD.91.024043) measures the spin in the
orbital plane, perpendicular to orbital angular
momentum axis:

.

In a post-Newtonian expansion, the evolution of the waveform’s phase depends only on
chirp mass (Cutler & Flanagan 1994PhRvD.49.258C):


where mass ratio q=m1/m0 (m1<m0) and total mass M=m1+m0.
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4 (3 long runs with reduced Δtout) + 4*49 spin runs = 200 models

Set of models I (SI): Initial parameters

Just 2.5PN

Peters & Mathews 1963PhRv, 131, 435
Peters 1964PhRv, 136, 1224
Peters 1964PhDT

arXiv:2105.07003 (ApJ accepted)



SI: waveforms for h+/h× polarizations 

min

max

h+

h×
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SI: Waveforms for h+/h× polarizations 

ESA



SI: Time frequency maps and h+/h× waveforms

M1=328 M☉, M2=21 M☉, χeff=0.0

M1=35.6 M☉, M2=30.6 M☉, χeff=-0.01

GW150914



SI: Time frequency maps and h+/h× waveforms

Spin

No spin



SI: Time frequency maps and h+ waveforms



SI: Time frequency maps and h× waveforms



Orbit evolution

Hang up effect (Campanelli et al., 2006PhRvD, 74, 041501) 

Up-up No-spin Antialigned spin Down-down

https://youtu.be/DOluUTebBzk



Orbit evolution: last 100 sec

Up-up
χ1=[0,0,1]
χ2=[0,0,1]

No-spin
χ1=[0,0,0]
χ2=[0,0,0]

Antialigned spin
χ1=[-1,0,0], χ2=[-1,0,0]

Down-down
χ1=[0,0,-1]
χ2=[0,0,-1]



Orbit evolution: last 100 sec
h+

χeff≈1 χeff≈-1

𝝌𝒆𝒇𝒇 =  
𝑚 𝜒 cos 𝜃 + 𝑚 𝜒 cos 𝜃

𝑚 + 𝑚

χeff=0

χ ef
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0
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SI: Catalog of time frequency maps and h+,× waveforms

h+

h×

χeff



Set of models II (SII)

18 May 2021, Teeminar

mass_buildup_mergers.txt: list of 131 binaries

q a eSI
SII



q=0.174 q=0.211 q=0.235 q=0.250 q=0.369

q=0.377 q=0.397 q=0.495 q=0.683 q=0.817

SII

Set of models II (SII)

12 (3 long runs with reduced Δtout) + 12*49 spin runs = 600 models



q=0.049 q=0.167

SII SIISI

q=0.064

SI/SII: mass ratio q dependence



GWTC-1,2,2.1/SI/SII

GW190521  
GW190426_190642

SII:102

GW190519_153544
GW190701_203306
GW190706_222641

SII: 86

GW190929_012149
GW190403_051519

SII:9



GWTC-1,2,2.1/SI/SII

GW190521

χeff



GWTC-1,2,2.1/SI/SII
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Deborah Ferguson, Karan Jani, Deirdre Shoemaker, Pabla Laguna

Preliminary results

To do list

Caveats

Move from h+ and h× polarization waveforms to some linear combination h(t), which
detected by LIGO-Virgo-KAGRA.
Estimate precessing spin parameter χp.
Estimate final mass Mf and final spin χf after merging.
Continue simulations with numerical relativity, effective one body etc... ?

Waveforms and time–frequency maps obtained just for early inspiral, not late inspiral and
merging, because we work with PN terms.
In our models we use maximum value of spin and chosen
directions, which do not cover the full space of parameters.

We obtained h+ and h× polarization waveforms and time frequency maps for set of BBHs
with mass ratio q= 0.064-0.0817 and 49 spin combinations.
System with beating in waveforms should have non-zero spin χ1,2 at least for a more
massive BH and non-symmetric mass ratio q.
System with non-zero effective spin χeff should have non-zero spin χ1,2 at least for a more
massive BH. If such systems have non-symmetric mass-ratio q we should see beating in
waveforms and time-frequency picture .


